however, makes the settings at the station critical.
During the same season, an accumulator was installed at the pressure-reducing station in a further
effort to eliminate water hammer, which causes
minor leaks and, by damaging the heat tape, leads
to isolated freezing in the system.4

The Use of
Weather Satellites
in Antarctica

Production per Person
While a great improvement, the new waterproduction system will not make water abundant
at McMurdo Station. At maximum daily capacity, it
can provide 72 gallons of water for each of 200
people—which is roughly the population this winter.
In summer, when the average population increases
to over 700, the daily ration amounts to less than
20 gallons per person. The installation of a second
distillation unit, planned for the near future, will
help to assure continuous operation and will increase the daily production capability. Combined
with increased experience in operating the present
facility, this should assure McMurdo Station of a
continuous and—for the Antarctic—relatively plentiful supply of good, fresh water.

RALPH W. SALLEE

Second Winter Flight Successful
An LC-130 Hercules made the second scheduled
winter flight to Antarctica on September 2 to bring
two scientists and a Navy officer, as well as mail and
provisions, to McMurdo Station. The two scientists,
Dr. Robert E. Benoit and Mr. Ruff Lowman, both of
Virginia Polytechnic Institute, will conduct studies of
microorganisms in the volcanic soils of Taylor Valley
in the Royal Society Range. The Navy officer was
Captain H. A. Kelley, the commanding officer of
Antarctic Support Activities, Davisville, Rhode
Island, who made a brief inspection of the station.
Returning aboard the aircraft were Captain Kelley,
a scientific party of three men headed by Dr. Jacques
S. Zaneveld of Old Dominion College, Norfolk, Virginia, and two injured members of VX-6: Lt. Brian
H. Shoemaker and AZ2 Joseph Musser.
The first scheduled winter flight to Antarctica
took place on June 18, 1967 (cf. Antarctic Journal,
vol. II, no. 3, p. 81, and no. 4, p. 153).

Lieutenant Commander, USN
U.S. Naval Support Force, Antarctica
In 1965, Operation Deep Freeze was furnished
two Fairchild-Stratos Automatic Picture Transmission (APT) receivers. These early-model receivers were installed at opposite ends of the 2,500mile track followed by Deep Freeze aircraft and
ships between New Zealand and Antarctica—one
at the Naval Support Force's advance headquarters
in Christchurch, New Zealand, and the other at McMurdo Station, Antarctica (Fig. 1).
These two ground stations were of little use during
the remainder of the Deep Freeze 66 season and
the subsequent austral winter. Not until Deep
Freeze 67, when the extremely successful ESSA
II and IV and Nimbus II satellites were in orbit,
was full and productive utilization of the stations
achieved. During the 1966 austral winter, New
Zealand meteorologists placed the Christchurch
ground station in operation and maintained it
until they were relieved in September by Navy personnel. As sunlight returned to Antarctica, the
equipment at McMurdo Station also became operational. Since the operation of the APT station at

Water hammer (the concussion produced in an airtight
water vessel upon a sudden stoppage or start of flow) w:i
a problem in the intake pipes, too, and a series of a.
cunmlators was installed in the saltwater pump house.
General engineering practice in the United States is to
provide 150 gallons of water per person per day.
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(U.S. Navy Photo)
Figure 1. APT antenna at McMurdo Station.
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Christchurch is similar to that of other mid-latitude
ground stations, the remainder of this article will
deal mostly with the use of the McMurdo facility,
which is rather unique.
Area Covered
Because of its relative proximity to the South
Pole, the McMurdo APT station is capable of tracking a portion of all the orbits of a satellite in a
polar or semipolar orbit. The principal restricting
factor is sunlight coverage: a maximum area is illuminated in late December and a minimum area
in late June. During most of the Deep Freeze 67
operating season (early October 1966 to late February 1967), photographic coverage from about six
or seven Nimbus II orbits was received each day
at McMurdo. The orbits numbered I through 7 in
Fig. 2 provided fairly good coverage during the
six-hour periods on either side of local noon. (Fig.
3 shows the approximate area covered by each
Nimbus It picture during a typical orbit over or
nearly over the Ross Sea.) Orbits 8 through 13
provide considerably fewer pictures to McMurdo—
as few as one in the case of orbits over Enderby
Land and Queen Maud Land, on the opposite side
of the Continent from McMurdo Station. Despite
the fact that definition and signal strength are quite
poor due to low antenna angles at the greater distances, it is still significant that the McMurdo
APT facility can acquire pictures of the complete
coastline of Antarctica. While the combination of
sun angles and low antenna angles keeps the
large and rather featureless plateau region of East
Antarctica out of usable view, it is possible that another Nimbus satellite in an orbit precisely opposite
to that of Nimbus II will expose this little-known
expanse to daily observation.
An Aid to Photomapping
One of the main reasons for the success of the
Deep Freeze 67 aerial photography program, in
which more photography was obtained than in any
previous season,' was the use made of weathersatellite information. Meteorological information furnished by the National Environmental Satellite Center through the Navy's Project Famos contributed
greatly to the photographing of Palmer Land and
Alexander Island by a C-121J based at Punta
Arenas, Chile. Guided by forecasts based on Famos
information, this aircraft photographed more of its
assigned area than had been expected. At the same
time, APT data from McMurdo were used to forecast for the flights of an LC-130F photo aircraft
Antarctic Jour,iaI, vol. 11, no. 4., p. 135.
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which operated from Byrd and McMurdo Stations
to map Marie Byrd Land and Ellsworth Land in
West Antarctica.2
Using APT information to brief flight crews for
photomapping missions involves determining the
cloud coverage over ice- and snow-clad areas.
Snow and clouds possess approximately the same
albedo, so the images formed from their reflected
light in the satellite's camera are nearly identical in
tone. Therefore, something other than these images
must be analyzed to distinguish between clouds and
snow masses. Cloud shadows have proved to be an
extremely effective answer to this problem, and
when one has learned to recognize certain unique
mountain shadows, the combination of cloud shadows and known landmarks can be analyzed to produce a fairly accurate concept of the cloud systems
over a given snow-covered area. The Sentinel Range,
the Transantarctic Mountains, and other elevated
features, as well as several known coastal polynyas
and ice tongues, are all helpful references.
To obtain maximum cloud- and mountain-shadow effects, however, it is necessary to use APT pictures that have been taken at an extremely low sun
angle. Just as the setting sun casts long shadows,
so also does a low sun angle produce the maximum
shadow for satellite photography. In each orbit of
Nimbus II, no matter in what quadrant from
McMurdo, the initial picture is taken as the satellite
comes over the horizon from the dark hemisphere
to the lighted side of the Earth. This provides the
lowest sun angle and the maximum cloud definition. Subsequent pictures, taken as the satellite
heads toward the sun and encounters increasing
sun angles, have decreasing definition. While the
last pictures have absolutely no detail over snow
masses, they do give excellent resolution of the
oceanic areas as the satellite passes northward away
from the Continent. From the tables contained in
Davlighter, a publication of the Navy Weather Research Facility, it has been approximated that sun
angles of less than 15° give maximum shadow and
r,-solution, angles of 20°-25° provide fair shadow,
and angles greater than 30° result in total, uninformative whiteness over snow-covered areas.
Satellites in Ice Reconnaissance
The main features of the ice pack about the
periphery of Antarctica may be determined from
APT pictures. Overall concentration, i.e., the percentage of water area covered by ice, is readily apparent. During the Deep Freeze 67 operating sea' The I3alleny Islands, where photomapping efforts have
been thwarted by weather for seven years, also fell to the
APT/1,C-130F team.
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Figure 2. In a 24-hour period, Nimbus II passes over Antarctica 13 times.
Photographs from orbits I through 7 are normally received by the McMurdo
APT station, which can also acquire orbits 8-13 (within the limits shown), but
seldom does.

Figure 3. Approximate areal coverage of each picture taken during a typical
orbit over the Ross Sea (orbit 5 in Fig. 2). Successive pictures have a 3040
percent overlap.

son, the Naval Oceanographic Office's ice forecasters made considerable use of APT information,
and the brief prepared for USCGC Eastwind's survey of East Antarctica was based almost exclusively
upon APT data. Smaller features, such as size of
floes and depth of ice, are not so easily identified.
Further study along this line will no doubt produce
improved methods.
Due to the excellent contrast between the ice and
the surrounding water, a high sun angle is acceptable for ice reconnaissance—possibly even desirable.
The problem in analyzing photographs of the ice
pack is to distinguish ice from cloud systems, which
have almost the same albedo. Careful study of the
area of interest over several days or weeks can provide the solution. Cloud systems, understandably
enough, are less persistent and tend to change from
day to day—sometimes from picture to picture—
whereas the pack ice, though changing with the season, is more permanent. Strong storms passing over
an ice pack have been noticed to cause shifting or
deformation of the ice field. All these changes may
be detected only by detailed study over a period of
time.
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Weather Forecasting

In November 1966, the APT operator at McMurdo Station noticed a small but distinct cloud
formation moving across the Ross Ice Shelf toward
McMurdo Station. Analysis indicated that the formation might be one of the minute Ross Sea cyclones that sometimes strike the area. A storm condition was announced, and all airplanes and helicopters were ordered back to base. Six hours after the
warning was issued, the storm hit with the fury of a
small hurricane. It was fortunate that this particular
storm had approached McMurdo Station at a time
when it was under Nimbus II surveillance. Had the
storm arrived 12 hours earlier or later, Nimbus II
would have been over East Antarctica and the cyclone would have arrived unannounced. Such an
event suggests that placing a second Nimbus in opposite cycle may be beneficial.
Fig. 4 is a sequence of Nimbus II photographs of
a storm that hit McMurdo in early February 1967.
The pictures show the storm forming over the northeastern Ross Sea and gaining strength as it moves
steadily toward and then across the Ross Ice Shelf
in the direction of McMurdo Station. Weathermen
subsequently tracked the storm into the Ross Sea
area, where it dissipated north of McMurdo
Station. The tracking of this storm is particularly
significant because it occurred at a time when most
antarctic communications were blacked out. The
September-October, 1967
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Figure 4. Nimbus 11 pictures show the development and movement of a Februar y 1967 storm
that passed over McMurdo Station during a coinFnuntcations blackout.
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APT system, however, continued to function as designed and for several days was McMurdo Station's
only source of weather data, other than local observations. During this period, surface and 700-millibar analyses were continued, using only APT data
and local observations. Following the return of normal communications and the resumption of conventional weather reporting, the analyses that had
been based on the APT data were verified as essentially correct.
Photographic identification of the jet stream and
other systems along and approaching the flight
track between Christchurch and McMurdo has assisted forecasting for this route. Further study of the
appearance of these systems in APT photographs
will no doubt greatly improve the accuracy of flight
forecasts and may, in time, even negate the meteorological requirement for stationing a vessel beneath this air route.
Further Development
With only one season's experience in the use of
APT data, we must be wary of making strong recommendations, even though initial successes seem
so evident. Some recommendations, however, deserve consideration:
First, there is a need for recorders that will render
the full resolution of the pictures obtained by satellite cameras and transmitted to the ground station.
The Fairchild-Stratos recorders in current use are
prototypes which subsequent experience and research must necessarily improve.
There is also a need to develop a portable APT
receiver that can easily be deployed to remote areas
or placed aboard ship to support operations at some
distance from a regular APT ground station.
As mentioned earlier, it would be beneficial to
place Nimbus satellites—which are superior because
of both their lower orbital altitude and their coding
system—in opposing orbits so that a given area will
be under identical surveillance every 12 hours rather
than every 24 hours.
In order to derive some objective rules for analyzing satellite ice-reconnaissance photography, it
will be necessary to compare all of the Deep Freeze
67 APT data and other environmental-satellite data
with that obtained during the corresponding period
by aerial ice reconnaissance, icebreaker observation,
and aerial photography of coastal areas (Palmer
Land, Alexander Island, the eastern Ross Sea, the
Balleny Islands, etc.).
A study should also be made of the jet stream,
troughs, ridges, and other systems at the 300millibar level. This will aid flight forecasting for the
relatively hazardous 2,500-mile route between
Christchurch and McMurdo Station.
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Operational History of the
McMurdo Station
Water-Distillation Plant
JOSEPH B. GREEN, JR.
Lieutenant, CEC, USN
Naval Nuclear Power Unit
Fort Belvoir, Virginia
The water-distillation plant at McMurdo Station
is currently in its first winter of continuous operation. Installation of the plant and the majority of its
associated equipment was completed during Deep
Freeze 64.* In February 1964, initial operational
tests were conducted using a temporary oil-fired
boiler as the steam source. During these tests, the
saltwater-intake system froze, and difficulties were
encountered in adjusting and operating the distillation unit. As the equipment necessary to correct
those difficulties could not be received prior to the
next austral summer, it was decided, in early March
1964, that no further attempt would be made to
operate the system during the 1964 austral winter,
and the unit was drained and the equipment placed
in storage.
Early in Deep Freeze 65, a new oil-fired boiler,
which had arrived at McMurdo Station at the end
of the preceding season, replaced the temporary
boiler that had been used for the initial testing. The
distillation unit was operated on a test basis throughout the 1964-1965 summer season, and it produced
a small quantity of water for use by McMurdo
Station's personnel. Problems with the distribution
system, however, required that the unit again be deactivated for the austral winter.
Reactivated for Deep Freeze 66, the plant started
producing potable water early in 1966, again using
the oil-fired boiler. On February 19, a test was
begun in which "nuclear steam" obtained directly
from the PM-3A's secondary system was used as the
heat source for the evaporator. The 4,000 gallons
of fresh water produced during this test constituted
the first water production by a desalination plant
using "nuclear steam" from a shore-based reactor.
The test was terminated and the plant shut down
when freezing of the seawater-intake and freshwaterdistribution systems recurred. The plant remained
shut down throughout the 1966 austral winter,
during which a major modification was made.
* See accompanying article by Lt. Whitmer.
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